
CO451 Standards for Grading 
 
# Standard Name Evidence of Mastery Opportunities 

1.  Lo-fi prototyping Can identify the benefits of lo-fi prototyping 
Can identify the roles in a successful lo-fi demo 
Can construct a sufficiently comprehensive lo-fi prototype 
Can construct a lo-fi that realistically models the actual product 
Can construct a lo-fi whose interface is sufficiently user-friendly 
Can demonstrate a lo-fi efficiently and effectively 
 

Slot machine lo-fi; 
Swing Tac Toe 

2.  Hi-fi prototyping Can identify the difference between lo-fi, hi-fi, and actual product 
Can construct a hi-fi that realistically models the actual product 
Can construct a hi-fi whose interface is sufficiently user-friendly 
Can construct a hi-fi that does not include major implementation details 
 

Slot machine hi-fi; 
Swing Tac Toe 

3.  CRC cards Can choose meaningful and relevant class names 
Can write comprehensively descriptive class summaries 
Can choose set of class variables that captures all relevant information 
Can identify appropriate type for each class variable 
Can choose set of class methods that allows for all necessary interaction w/ objects 
Can identify all possible collaborating classes for each method 
 

Class design HW; 
Slot machine CRC 

4.  Creating applets Can set up the basic structure of the applet class 
Can write an init() method to perform initial applet setup 
Can write a paint() method to draw the current applet state 
Can draw lines, ellipses, and rectangles in the applet window 
Can draw text strings in the applet window 
Can use class variables to adjust the appearance of the applet over time 
 

Slot machine hi-fi; 
Slot machine app; 
Man vs. Horse 
PP 4.9 

5.  Mouse input Can set up the basic structure of the mouse handler class 
Can attach the mouse handler to the applet in its init() method 
Can call repaint() to force the applet window to redraw itself 
Can identify which handler method to use for a given user action 
Can process the MouseEvent parameter for a given handler method 
 

Slot machine hi-fi; 
Slot machine app; 
Man vs. Horse 
 



6.  Creating class 
skeletons 

Can create the basic structure of a given class 
Can write Javadoc comments for a given class 
Can understand the advantages of making class fields private 
Can create appropriate class fields for a given scenario 
Can place parts of the class definition in the appropriate order 
 

Hot-air balloon; 
Number converter; 
Slot machine app; 
Swing Tac Toe; 
Man vs. Horse 
PP 4.6, 4.9 
 

7.  Creating and using 
objects 

Can create a new object reference for a given class 
Can create a new object and assign it to a reference 
Can create objects using non-default constructors 
Can call a given method for a certain object 
 

Hot-air balloon; 
Slot machine app; 
Swing Tac Toe; 
Man vs. Horse 
PP 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, 
4.8, 4.9 
 

8.  Creating class 
methods 

Can create the basic structure of a void method w/ no parameters 
Can write an appropriate set of statements inside a simple class method 
Can use class variables appropriately inside a class method 
 

Hot-air balloon; 
Number converter; 
Slot machine app; 
Swing Tac Toe; 
Man vs. Horse 
PP 4.6, 4.8, 4.9 
 

9.  Using parameters Can distinguish between parameters, class variables, and local variables 
Can add appropriate parameters to a method header 
Can pass actual values when calling functions w/ parameters 
Can use parameter variables in statements inside a method 
 

Slot machine app; 
Swing Tac Toe; 
Man vs. Horse 
PP 4.6, 4.8, 4.9 

10.  Using return values Can declare appropriate return types (including void) for methods 
Can capture and use return values in the calling method 
Can use return keyword with appropriate values 
Can write methods with multiple return statements where appropriate 
 

Slot machine app; 
Swing Tac Toe; 
Man vs. Horse 
PP 4.6, 4.8, 4.9 

11.  Using constructors Can write the default constructor for a given class 
Can write constructors w/ parameters for a given class 
Can write classes with multiple constructors 
Can use the super() and this() commands in a constructor 
 

Slot machine app; 
Swing Tac Toe; 
Man vs. Horse 
PP 4.8, 4.9 



12.  Style -- naming Can create meaningful names for variables, methods, and classes 
Can punctuate and capitalize names appropriately 
Can use CAPS for constant variables 
 

ALL PROGRAMS 

13.  Style – layout Can indent all code statements at the proper level 
Can place all brace pairs under their enclosing block 
Can use braces in all situations where a code block may exist 
Can use whitespace effectively to make code readable 
 

ALL PROGRAMS 

14.  Style -- comments Can use Javadoc comments for all class headers 
Can use Javadoc comments for all function headers 
Can use @tags appropriately in all Javadoc comments 
Can use comments judiciously to make code readable 
 

ALL PROGRAMS 

15.  Style – language Can structure classes according to the standard 
Can use access modifiers properly for class components 
Can use explicit import statements for each library class 
 

ALL PROGRAMS 

16.  Using Swing Can create JFrame objects and call their basic methods 
Can create JPanel objects and call their basic methods 
Can add components to a JPanel object 
Can create JButton objects and make them interactive 
Can create JLabel objects and format their appearance 
Can update text on JLabel objects as program runs 
 

Swing Tac Toe 
PP 5.10 

17.  Using dialog boxes Can create dialog boxes using showInputDialog() 
Can create dialog boxes using showMessageDialog() 
Can create dialog boxes using showConfirmDialog() 
Can process input from dialog boxes with return values 
 

Man vs. Horse 
Swing Tac Toe 
PP 5.8, 5.9 

18.  Using static Can create static methods for an appropriate scenario 
Can call static methods from main() or another class 
Can create static fields for an appropriate scenario 
 

Man vs. Horse 
PP 5.1 



19.  Using interfaces Understands how interfaces can be used to create polymorphism 
Can create a new interface containing a reasonable set of methods 
Can create multiple implementing classes for the same interface 
Can declare interface references that point to implementing classes 
Can use interface references to call implementing methods 
 

Man vs. Horse 
PP 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.5, 5.6, 
5.7 

20.     

21.     

22.     

 


